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bliss. from our spa to your skin.

for immediate relief
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late-
breaking

bliss!

our newest moisturizer 
is a really big deal  
Introducing bliss best of skintentions, our new ‘dew’-it-all daily moisturizer with spf 15 for skin
protection and aging prevention (not to mention the best ‘bliss’ for your buck since our last blowout
sale) – best of skintentions keeps your skin looking pretty without costing a pretty penny.

The latest spa formula inspired by our expert estheticians, best of skintentions
is a lightweight moisture cream loaded with ‘face value’. This multi-vitamin for the 
skin delivers a daily dose of essential vitamins, minerals, omegas and sun-shielding,
nourishing, skin-illuminating properties to promote and preserve skin’s healthy
appearance. It’s got everything you need to face the day... and the future.

protect with: prevent from:

SPF 15 UVA/UVB protection The sun’s harmful rays – the number one
cause of skin aging. UVA protection prevents
harmful rays from damaging collagen and elastin
while UVB protection prevents against burning. 

A, C, E complex Free radical damage. The combination of
Vitamins A, C and E works synergistically to
provide a powerful defense system against
aggressive environmental factors such as, poor
nutrition, stress from pollution, smoke, harsh
weather, and sun exposure.

Minerals and Omegas Damage to the skin caused by dehydration.
Minerals and omegas act as a protective topical
barrier while nourishing skin with essential fatty
acids and hydration.

Now go ahead, be proactive and protect your most valuable asset. 
best of skintentions will help you ‘save face’ (and a few bucks while you’re at it).
in‘spa’ration> spa clients asked for an essential, all-in-one, everyday moisturizer with
SPF at an affordable price…and our estheticians listened. 
blisstip> After applying best of skintentions to the face and neck, rub any excess product on the
back of hands for a lightweight spf alternative to heavy hand creams. 

best of skintentions 1.7oz $35 
(our newest moisturizer isn’t on sale, but with an average of $.65 per use, it might as well be) 
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